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Massachusetts Personalized Learning Edtech
(MAPLE) Consortium is a public-private
partnership to catalyze personalized learning in
the Commonwealth with the purpose of better
preparing students for their future.
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Expanding New England’s Edtech Ecosystem
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INSTITUTE
§
§
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Annual Conference
Weekly Newsletter
45 learning events
MASSNET Pilots
MAPLE Consortium
Not-for-profit

CAMPUS
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§ 35 Startups
§ Collaborative coworking space
§ Seaport
Innovation District
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ACCELERATOR
§
§
§
§

31 Companies
120 Mentors
Highly selective
World-wide
applicants

LearnLaunch Institute
§ Catalyzes a community that drives innovation to
transform learning and increase achievement.
§ Mobilizes an education innovation ecosystem educators,
entrepreneurs, learners, investors, and industry
affiliates.
§ Expands access to learning that is engaging,
personalized, and effective. Edtech is a critical
component of achieving this vision at scale.
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Building a Community
Individual Innovators
§ 5th Annual conference, cosponsored by MIT, with
1000+ educators,
entrepreneurs, industry
participants, investors
§ Classes, webinars, and
meetups on edtech
§ 45 events and 3000
attendees in 2016
§ 6500 subscribers
in 2015

Schools: MassNET

Districts: MAPLE

§ 90 PK-8 teachers in 9
Boston Public Schools
§ Pilot digital literacy
products
§ Job embedded PD
§ Implementation and
product efficacy
research
§ Gates Foundation
Learning Assembly

• Public-private
partnership with MA
Dept. of Elementary
and Secondary Ed
§ Support peer learning
among school districts
to deliver personalized
learning
§ Philanthropic support
from the Barr and
Nellie Mae Education
Foundations
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The

Vision and Mission

VISION
Catalyzing personalized learning enabled by technology in K-12
public education

MISSION
The MAPLE Consortium energizes solutions to ensure student
access to personalized learning throughout public education in the
Commonwealth.
By building public will and connecting schools with necessary
resources – professional learning, digital tools, funding strategies,
and a rich evidence base – thoughtful and innovative new models
of teaching and learning will scale and student engagement and
achievement will improve.
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Personalized Learning in Massachusetts
Personalized learning seeks to accelerate student learning by
tailoring the instructional environment – what, when, how
and where students learn – to address the individual needs,
skills and interests of each student.
Within a framework of established curriculum standards and
high expectations, personalized learning motivates students
to reach their goals. Students take ownership of their own
learning and develop deep, personal connections with each
other, their teachers and other adults.
Technology is necessary to implement personalized learning
effectively, affordably, and at significant scale. Teachers
leverage technology to gain detailed and timely knowledge
of their students that guides instruction. Effective use of
technology allows teachers and students to focus more on
creativity, critical thinking, and collaboration.
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An Imperative for Personalized Learning

#1

#48
2016
2016

State rankings in
Achievement
(NAEP 2014)

Source: Gallup, 2016
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State rankings in
Achievement Gap
(economically
disadvantaged,
NAEP 2015)

Source: Edweek, based on NAEP 2016 results

Skills for the 21st century job market
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Source: 2016 Survey by Mass Business Alliance for Education

Source: MBAE Employer Survey 2016

Innovation Adoption Model
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Innovators

Early
Adopters

Early
Majority

,
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Late
Majority

Trailers

Source: G. Moore, Crossing the Chasm

What are the

Consortium’s Goals?

§ Map the current landscape of personalized learning models in K-12

Massachusetts districts, identify gaps and energize solutions to fill gaps
across the spectrum of models.

§ Connect K-12 districts across the innovation spectrum to learn from each
other, provide resources that strengthen local models, and nurture the
discovery of new ideas to transform learning and teaching.
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§ Mobilize public demand for personalized learning, demonstrate the

efficacy of models of personalized learning, and ultimately bring
personalized learning enabled by technology to scale in Massachusetts.

Consortium Strategies
EDUCATE

CONNECT
-

Create a professional learning
network
Convene the field
Provide venues to showcase efforts
Match emerging new models to
innovation funds

-

Build public will
Disseminate research on
proven efficacy
Clarify funding streams
2016

DISCOVER
-

Recruit researchers
Identify sites
Highlight practices and
products that work

2016

-
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LEAD

Define personalized learning in
Massachusetts
Provide practical policy guidance
Leverage state buying power

Consortium Districts
Catalyst Members (14)
Strategically committed to Personalized Learning, and able and
willing to share with other Massachusetts districts.
General Members (target is 30 in 2017)
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Interested in seeing working models, learning what
technologies, pedagogies, and strategies are successful, and
participating in a learning community, but not yet fully
committed to Personalized Learning at the District level.

Catalyst Districts

Arlington

Natick

Andover

Needham

Beverly

North Reading
2016

Burlington

Revere

Concord

Somerville

Duxbury

Wareham

Millis

Westford

2016
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Catalyst Member - Commitments and Benefits
Sign MOU agreeing to be part of a learning community that supports MA districts in
moving to personalized learning:
§ Support the MAPLE Consortium definition of Personalized Learning as a desired future
§ Have or will soon have a district strategic plan that includes personalized learning as a
key initiative
§ Complete a District personalized learning self-assessment in early 2017
§ Participate in a peer learning group of districts at least 6 times a year
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§ Attend consortium convenings on key topics identified by their peer learning group and
MAPLE Landscape Analysis such as funding, products, technical assistance and PD
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§ Host school visits for interested MAPLE districts
§ Two-way links between the District website and MAPLE Consortium website
§ Participate as a research site, if requested
§ Share stories and videos about your work
§ Receive a discount at the Across Boundaries Conference, Feb 2-3, 2017

General Member - Commitments and Benefits
Sign MOU agreeing to be part of a learning community that supports MA districts in moving
to personalized learning:
§ Support the MAPLE Consortium definition of Personalized Learning as a desired future,
§ Seek to develop a district strategic plan that includes personalized learning as a key
initiative
§ Two-way links between the District website and MAPLE Consortium website
§ Contribute to the MAPLE Landscape analysis by completing the MAPLE personalized
learning survey within three months of joining
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§ Participate one or more of the following:
§ Participate in a selected conference focused on personalized learning (e.g. the
LearnLaunch Across Boundaries Conference in Boston, Feb 2-3)
§ Participate in a professional development workshop on key topics, such as: What is
Personalized Learning; Why Personalized Learning; Assessing Readiness for
Personalized Learning; Various paths to Blended and Personalized Learning models;
How to fund Blended and Personalized Learning.
§ Participate in a MAPLE Learning Tour at a MAPLE Catalyst District school

Questions MAPLE hopes to answer
Some of the things we’ve heard educators asking about…
§ Where should we start the move towards personalized learning?
§ What are strategies to prepare teachers for personalized learning?
§ How do we assess our district’s readiness for personalized learning?
§ What are the organization and budget models that enable personalized learning?
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§ How do I know if my technology infrastructure will support personalized learning?
§ How we we choose the best digital and technology products for personalized
learning?
§ How can we learn about change management to support personalized learning?

MAPLE Programming
Personalized Learning Topics:
-

Determining Readiness & Progress
Investigating the Principles
Planning Budget Models
Preparing Teachers
Evaluating Edtech Products
Designing Next Generation Assessments
Others…
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Convenings, Learning Tours, Virtual Learning
December 14, 2016

MAPLE Launch; Natick Learning Tour

January 19, 2017

Catalyst Convening @ MASS Mid-Winter Meeting

February 2-3, 2017

Member Convening @ Across Boundaries Conference

March 10, 2017

Member Convening @ MassCUE/MASCD Leadership
Conference; Learning Tour

Mar 31-Apr 1, 2017

Member Convening @ Highlander Blended
& Personalized Learning Conference
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April TBD, 2017

Member Convening; Learning Tour

MAY TBD, 2017

Member Convening; Learning Tour

July TBD, 2017

Member Convening @ MASS Summer Institute

COMING SUMMER 2017– MAPLE VIRTUAL LEARNING

February Convening
Pathways to Personalized Learning and Careers
2016
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§ Highlights
§ Specialized programming for Education innovators
§ Catalyst Member “Birds of a Feather” networking dinner (Thursday)
§ Learning Innovation Showcase (Friday)

§ Register - Members get a discount code

www.learnlaunch.org/MAPLE
Ann Koufman-Frederick, Chief Academic Officer,
ann@learnlaunch.org
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David O’Connor, Executive Director MAPLE,
david@learnlaunch.org

